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Abstract—The end of Dennard’s scaling and the looming
power wall have made power and energy primary design
goals for modern processors. Further, new applications such
as cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) continue
to necessitate increased performance and energy efficiency.
Manycore processors show potential in addressing some of
these issues. However, there is little detailed power and energy
data on manycore processors. In this work, we carefully study
detailed power and energy characteristics of Piton, a 25-core
modern open source academic processor, including voltage
versus frequency scaling, energy per instruction (EPI), memory
system energy, network-on-chip (NoC) energy, thermal characteristics, and application performance and power consumption.
This is the first detailed power and energy characterization of
an open source manycore design implemented in silicon. The
open source nature of the processor provides increased value,
enabling detailed characterization verified against simulation
and the ability to correlate results with the design and register
transfer level (RTL) model. Additionally, this enables other
researchers to utilize this work to build new power models,
devise new research directions, and perform accurate power
and energy research using the open source processor. The
characterization data reveals a number of interesting insights,
including that operand values have a large impact on EPI,
recomputing data can be more energy efficient than loading it
from memory, on-chip data transmission (NoC) energy is low,
and insights on energy efficient multithreaded core design. All
data collected and the hardware infrastructure used is open
source and available for download at http://www.openpiton.org.
Keywords-processor; manycore; power; energy; thermal;
characterization;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Power and energy have become increasingly important
metrics in designing modern processors. The power savings
resulting from newer process technologies have diminished
due to increased leakage and the end of Dennard’s scaling [1]. Transistor power dissipation no longer scales with
channel length, leading to higher energy densities in modern
chips. Thus, economically cooling processors has become a
challenge. This has led researchers to a number of possible
solutions, including Dark Silicon [2]–[4]. Due to increased
power density, design decisions have become increasingly
motivated by power as opposed to performance. Energy
efficiency has also become a major research focus [5]–[11].
Moreover, emerging applications continue to demand
more energy efficient compute. Cloud computing and data
centers, where power is a first class citizen with direct impact
on total cost of ownership (TCO) [14], [15], are growing
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Figure 1. Piton die, wirebonds, and package without epoxy encapsulation
(a) and annotated CAD tool layout screenshot (b). Figure credit: [12], [13].

more pervasive. On the other end of the spectrum, mobile
and Internet of Things (IoT) devices demand higher performance in a relatively constant power and energy budget.
Manycore processors have shown promise in curbing energy efficiency issues. Single-threaded performance scaling
has come to a halt with the end of clock frequency scaling
largely due to the power wall. Manycore processors provide an alternative, enabling more efficient computation for
parallelizeable applications through the use of many simple
cores. Intel’s Xeon Phi processor [16], Cavium’s ThunderX
processor [17], Phytium Technology’s Mars processor [18],
Qualcomm’s Centriq 2400 processor [19], and the SW26010
processor in the Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer [20] are
examples of manycore processors that are in use today and
are beginning to attract attention for these reasons.
Unfortunately, detailed power characterization data on
manycore processors is scarce. Industry provides high-level
power data, but not enough detail to drive research directions
or power models. Several academics have characterized
industry chips [21]–[26], however the lack of access to
proprietary design details and register transfer level (RTL)
models makes detailed characterization difficult. Additionally, academics are unable to correlate results with RTL
models to ensure that designs behave as expected during
measurement. Thus, verification of the results is impossible.
The test setup used in this work was designed specifically for
power characterization, which has limited other studies [24],
[26]. Detailed silicon power data is necessary to build
intuition, drive innovation, and build accurate power models.
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Figure 2. Piton chip-level architecture diagram (a) and tile-level diagram
(b). Figure credit: [12], [13].

In this paper, we perform detailed power characterization
of Piton [12], [13]. Piton is a 25-core manycore research
processor, shown in Figure 1. It utilizes a tile-based design
with a 5x5 2D mesh topology interconnected with three 64bit networks-on-chip (NoCs). Cache coherence is maintained
at the shared, distributed L2 cache and the NoCs along with
the coherence protocol extend off-chip to support inter-chip
shared memory in multi-socket systems. Piton leverages the
multithreaded OpenSPARC T1 core [27]. Piton was tapedout on IBM’s 32nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) process, and
fits in a 36mm2 die with over 460 million transistors.
The characterization reveals a number of insights. We
show energy per instruction (EPI) is highly dependent on
operand value and that recomputing data can be more energy
efficient than loading it from memory. Our NoC energy
results contradict a popular belief that NoCs are a dominant
fraction of a manycore’s power [28]–[32]. This matches
results from other real system characterizations [33]–[35]
and motivates a reassessment of existing NoC power models [29], [36]. Additionally, our study of the energy efficiency of multithreading versus multicore provides some
design guidelines for multithreaded core design.
Piton was open sourced as OpenPiton [37], including
the RTL, simulation infrastructure, validation suite, FPGA
synthesis scripts, and ASIC synthesis and back-end scripts.
Thus, all design details and the RTL model are publicly
available, enabling meaningful, detailed power characterization and correlation with the design. Most projects taped-out
in silicon do not publicly release the source [38], [39], and
those that do [27], [40], [41] have not published detailed
silicon data for the architecture.
The power characterization of an open source manycore
processor provides several benefits, including insights for
future research directions in improving energy efficiency
and power density in manycore processors. It also enables
researchers to build detailed and accurate power models for
an openly accessible design. This is particularly useful when
researchers use the open design in their research, as the
results directly apply. All data collected and all hardware
infrastructure is open source for use by the research community and is available at http://www.openpiton.org.
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The contributions of this work are as follows:
• The first detailed power characterization of an open
source manycore processor taped-out in silicon, including characterization of voltage versus frequency scaling, EPI, memory system energy, NoC energy, thermal
properties, and application performance and power.
• To the best of our knowledge, the most detailed area
breakdown of an open source manycore.
• A number of insights derived from the characterization,
such as the impact of operand values on EPI.
• An open source printed circuit board (PCB) for manycore processors with power characterization features.
• Open source power characterization data enabling researchers to build intuition, formulate research directions, and derive power models.
II. P ITON A RCHITECTURE BACKGROUND
Piton [12], [13] is a 25-core manycore academic-built
research processor. It was taped-out on IBM’s 32nm SOI
process on a 36mm2 , 6mm x 6mm, die with over 460 million
transistors. Piton has three supply voltages: core (VDD),
SRAM arrays (VCS), and I/O (VIO). The nominal supply
voltages are 1.0V, 1.05V, and 1.8V, respectively. The die has
331 pads positioned around the periphery and is packaged
in a wire-bonded 208-pin ceramic quad flat package (QFP)
with an epoxy encapsulation. The Piton die, wirebonds, and
package, without the encapsulation, are shown in Figure 1a.
The high-level architecture of Piton and the implemented
layout are shown in Figure 2a and Figure 1b, respectively.
Piton contains 25 tiles arranged in a 5x5 2D mesh topology, interconnected by three physical 64-bit (in each direction) NoCs. The tiles maintain cache coherence, utilizing a
directory-based MESI protocol implemented over the three
NoCs, at the distributed, shared L2 cache. The NoCs and
coherence protocol extend off-chip, enabling multi-socket
Piton systems with support for inter-chip shared memory.
The chip bridge connects the tiles (through tile0) to offchip chipset logic implemented in FPGA and other Piton
chips in multi-socket systems. When going off-chip, it multiplexes the three physical NoCs using logical channels for
transmission over the pin-limited (32bit each way) channel.
Each tile contains a modified OpenSPARC T1 [27] core,
a 64KB slice of the shared, distributed L2 cache, three NoC
routers, a memory traffic shaper, an L1.5 cache, a floatingpoint unit (FPU), and a CPU-cache crossbar (CCX) arbiter as
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Figure 4. Thermal image of custom Piton test board, chipset FPGA board,
and cooling solution running an application.

III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Figure 3 shows a block diagram and photo of the experimental setup used in this work. The setup consists of
three major components: a custom Piton test printed circuit

1.2V BF Rsense

VIO Chip AF Rsense

1.2V AF Rsense

Layer 13

shown in Figure 2b. The Piton core is a single-issue, 6-stage,
in-order SPARC V9 core. It contains two-way fine-grained
multithreading and implements Execution Drafting [5] for
energy efficiency when executing similar code on the two
threads. The use of a standard instruction set architecture
(ISA) enables the leveraging of existing software (compilers,
operating systems, etc.). The L2 cache slice contains an
integrated directory cache for the MESI cache coherence
protocol and implements Coherence Domain Restriction
(CDR) [42], enabling shared memory among arbitrary cores
in large core-count multi-socket systems. The L2 cache in
aggregate provides 1.6MB of cache per chip. The three NoC
routers implement dimension-ordered, wormhole routing for
the three physical networks with a one-cycle-per-hop latency
and an additional cycle for turns.
The L1.5 cache is an 8KB write-back private data cache
that encapsulates the core’s write-through L1 data cache
to reduce the bandwidth requirement to the distributed L2
cache. It also transduces between the core interface (CCX)
and the Piton NoC protocol. Last, a memory traffic shaper,
known as the Memory Inter-arrival Time Traffic Shaper
(MITTS) [43], fits memory traffic from the core into a
particular inter-arrival time distribution to facilitate memory
bandwidth sharing in multi-tenant systems. The architectural
parameters for Piton are summarized in Table I.
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Figure 5. Split power plane layers of the Piton test board. Planes delivering
power to Piton are labeled in orange.

board (PCB), a chipset FPGA board, and a cooling solution.
Figure 4 shows a thermal image of all three components.
A. Piton Test PCB
A custom PCB was designed to test Piton. The board
design is derived from the BaseJump Double Trouble
board [44]. The Piton test board contains a 208-pin QFP
socket to hold the Piton chip. The Piton chip bridge interface
signals connect to a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA (XC6SLX1503FGG676C), the gateway FPGA. The gateway FPGA acts as
a simple passthrough for the chip bridge interface, converting single-ended signals to and from Piton into differential
signals for transmission over a FPGA Mezzanine Connector
(FMC) to the chipset FPGA board. The gateway FPGA
drives the Piton PLL reference clock, I/O clock, and resets.
The PCB was carefully designed with power characterization in mind. The three Piton supply voltages, VDD, VCS,
and VIO, can be driven either by on-board power supplies or
by bench power supplies. While the on-board power supply
output voltages are variable, bench power supplies provide
more fine-grained control over voltages and a wider voltage
range. Each bench power supply is equipped with remote
voltage sense, compensating for voltage drop across the
cables and board. Only the VDD power supply integrated
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Table II. E XPERIMENTAL S YSTEM F REQUENCIES
Gateway FPGA ↔ Piton
180 MHz
Gateway FPGA ↔ FMC ↔ Chipset FPGA
180 MHz
Chipset FPGA Logic
280 MHz
DRAM DDR3 PHY
800 MHz (1600 MT/s)
DDR3 DRAM Controller
200 MHz
SD Card SPI
20 MHz
UART Serial Port
115,200 bps
Table III.

D EFAULT P ITON M EASUREMENT PARAMETERS
Core Voltage (VDD)
SRAM Voltage (VCS)
I/O Voltage (VIO)
Core Clock Frequency

Piton heat sink cross-section.

1.00V
1.05V
1.80V
500.05MHz

to a DDR3 DRAM controller implemented in the FPGA,
while the south bridge connects to I/O controllers for various
devices, including an SD card, network card, and a serial
port. The chipset FPGA board also includes 1GB of DDR3
DRAM with a 32-bit data interface and the I/O devices.
C. Cooling Solution

Figure 7.

(a)
(b)
Piton heat sink photo (a) and thermal image (b).

on the Piton board has remote voltage sense (when powered
from bench power supplies, remote sense is used). For these
reasons, the bench power supplies were used for all studies.
Three layers of the 14-layer PCB are dedicated to split
power planes, shown in Figure 5. The planes delivering
power to Piton are labeled in orange. Sense resistors bridge
split planes delivering current to the three chip power rails.
Care was taken to ensure that only the current delivered to
Piton is measured by the sense resistors.
Voltage monitors controlled via I2 C track the voltage at
the chip socket pins and on either side of sense resistors. All
reported measurements are taken from the on-board voltage
monitors. The monitors are polled at approximately 17Hz, a
limitation of the monitor devices and the processing speed of
the host device. Unless otherwise specified, all experiments
in this work record 128 voltage and current samples (about
a 7.5 second time window) after the system reaches a steady
state. We report the average power calculated from the 128
samples. Unless otherwise specified, error is reported as the
standard deviation of the samples from the average. Note,
the recorded voltages are measured at the socket pins and
do not account for current induced voltage drop (IR drop)
across the socket, wirebonds, or die. The board design is
open source for other researchers to leverage when building
systems. It can serve as a good reference or starting point.
The board files are available at http://www.openpiton.org.
B. Chipset FPGA Board
The chipset FPGA board, a Digilent Genesys2 board
with a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA, connects to the Piton test
board via a FMC connector. The FPGA logic implements a
chip bridge demultiplexer which converts the 32-bit logical
channel interface back into three 64-bit physical networks,
a north bridge, and south bridge. The north bridge connects

The Piton test system uses a cooling solution consisting
of a heat sink and fan. Figure 6 shows a cross-sectional
diagram of the heat sink setup and Figure 7 shows a photo
and thermal image. A stock heat sink is used with aluminum
spacers to fill the gap between the top of the chip and the top
of the socket walls. Thermal paste is used at each thermal
interface between the top of the chip and the heat sink. A PC
case fan with airflow volume of 44cfm is used to circulate
hot air out of the system and introduce cool air. The fan
direction is parallel to the heat sink fins (out of the plane in
Figure 6). Note, the thermal capacity of this cooling solution
was purposely over-engineered and is likely excessive.
D. System Summary
This system allows us to boot full-stack Debian Linux
from an image on the SD card (also hosts the file system)
or load assembly tests over the serial port into DRAM.
The system is used as described for all studies in this
work, unless otherwise specified. The frequencies at which
interfaces operate are listed in Table II.
IV. R ESULTS
This section presents the results from careful characterization of Piton. Unless otherwise stated, all results are taken at
the Piton supply voltages and core clock frequency listed in
Table III at room temperature. All error bounds are reported
as the standard deviation of samples from the average, unless
otherwise specified. Note, all data presented in this section
is open source and is available at http://www.openpiton.org.
A. Chip Testing
Out of the 118 Piton die received from a multi-project
wafer manufacturing run of two wafers, 45 have been
packaged. A random selection of 32 chips have been tested
so far and Table IV shows the testing statistics. 59.4% of the
chips are stable and fully functional. 25% of the chips are
functional but encounter failures during testing. These chips
likely have SRAM errors. Piton has the ability to remap
rows and columns in SRAMs to repair such errors, but a
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Stable operation
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Chip
Count
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7
4
1
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Chip
Percentage
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Detailed area breakdown of Piton at chip, tile, and core levels.

repair flow is still in development. 15.6% of the chips have
abnormally high current draw on VCS or VDD, indicating
a possible short circuit. These results provide understanding
on what yield looks like in an academic setting, but the
number of wafers and tested die are small thus it is difficult
to draw strong conclusions. During our characterization,
only fully-working, stable chips are used.
B. Area Breakdown
Figure 8 shows a detailed area breakdown of Piton at
the chip, tile, and core levels. These results were calculated
directly from the place and route tool. The area of standard
cells and SRAM macros corresponding to major blocks in
the design were summed together to determine the area.
Filler cells, clock tree buffers, and timing optimization
buffers are categorized separately, as it is difficult to correlate
exactly which design block they belong to. The total area
of the core, tile, and chip are calculated based on the
floorplanned dimensions and unutilized area is reported as
the difference of the floorplanned area and the sum of the
area of cells within them.
The area data is provided to give context to the power
and energy characterization to follow. The characterization
is of course predicated on the design and thus does not
represent all designs. Thus, it is useful to note the relative
size of blocks in order to provide context within the greater
chip design space. For example, stating the NoC energy
is small is only useful given the relative size of the NoC
routers and the tile (indicative of how far NoCs need to
route). Designs with larger NoC routers or larger tiles (longer
routing distance) may not have identical characteristics. This
is discussed more in Section IV-K.
C. Voltage Versus Frequency
Figure 9 shows the maximum frequency that Debian
Linux successfully boots on Piton at different VDD voltages
for three different Piton chips. For all values of VDD,
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Figure 9.
Maximum frequency at which Linux successfully boots at
different voltages for three different Piton chips. V CS = V DD + 0.05V
for all VDD values. Error bars indicate noise due to quantization.

V CS = V DD + 0.05V . Since the PLL reference clock
frequency that the gateway FPGA drives into the chip is
discretized, the resulting core clock frequency has quantization error. This is represented by the error bars in the figure
indicating the next discrete frequency step that the chip was
tested at and failed. However, the chip may be functional at
frequencies between the plotted value and the next step.
The maximum frequency at the high-end of the voltage
spectrum is thermally limited. This is evident from the
decrease in maximum frequency at higher voltages for Chip
#1. Chip #1 consumes more power than other chips and
therefore runs hotter. At lower voltages it actually has
the highest maximum frequency of the three chips as the
heat generated is easily dissipated by the cooling solution.
However, after 1.0V it starts to drop below the other chips
until 1.2V where the maximum frequency severely drops.
This is because the chip approaches the maximum amount
of heat the cooling solution can dissipate, thus requiring a
decrease in frequency to reduce the power and temperature.
We believe the thermal limitation is largely due to packaging restrictions, including the die being packaged cavity up,
the insulating properties of the epoxy encapsulation, and the
chip being housed in a socket. This results in a higher die
temperature than expected, reducing the speed at which the
chip can operate at greater voltages and frequencies. This is
not an issue of the cooling solution thermal capacity, but an
issue of the rate of thermal transfer between the die and the
heat sink. Results for the default measurement parameters
in Table III are measured at non-thermally limited points.
Another limitation of Piton’s current packaging solution
is the wire bonding. As previously stated, the voltages
presented in this paper are measured at the socket pins.
However, IR drop across the socket, pins, wirebonds, and
die results in a decreased voltage at the pads and across the
die. This reduces the speed at which transistors can switch.
A flip-chip packaging solution would have allowed us to
supply power to the center of the die, reducing IR drop
issues, and for the die to be positioned cavity down, enabling
more ideal heat sinking from the back of the die. However,
flip-chip packaging is expensive and increases design risk.
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Figure 10. Static and idle power averaged across three different Piton
chips for different voltages and frequency pairs. Separates contributions
due to VDD and VCS supplies.
Table V. D EFAULT P OWER PARAMETERS (C HIP #2)
Static Power @ Room Temperature
389.3±1.5 mW
Idle Power @ 500.05MHz
2015.3±1.5 mW

D. Static and Idle Power
Figure 10 shows static and idle power at different voltages
averaged across three Piton chips. The frequency was chosen
as the minimum of the maximum frequencies for the three
chips at the given voltage. The contribution from VDD
and VCS supplies is indicated in the figure. Again, for all
values of VDD, V CS = V DD + 0.05V . The static power
was measured with all inputs, including clocks, grounded.
The idle power was measured with all inputs grounded, but
driving clocks and releasing resets. Thus, the idle power
represents mostly clock tree power, with the exception of a
small number of state machines and counters that run even
when the chip is idle. The power follows an exponential
relationship with voltage and frequency.
Chip #2 as labeled in Figure 9 will be used throughout
the remainder of the results, unless otherwise stated. The
static and idle power for Chip #2 at the default measurement
parameters in Table III are listed in Table V.
E. Energy Per Instruction (EPI)
In this section, we measure the energy per instruction
(EPI) of different classes of instructions. This was accomplished by creating an assembly test for each instruction with
the target instruction in an infinite loop unrolled by a factor
of 20. We verified through simulation that the assembly test
fits in the L1 caches of each core and no extraneous activity
occurred, such as off-chip memory requests.
The assembly test was run on all 25 cores until a steady
state average power was achieved, at which point it was
recorded as Pinst , summing the contributions from VDD
and VCS. We measure the power while executing the test
on 25 cores in order to average out inter-tile power variation.
The latency in clock cycles, L, of the instruction was
measured through simulation, ensuring pipeline stalls and
instruction scheduling was as expected. In order to calculate
EPI, we subtract the idle power presented in Table V, Pidle ,
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Figure 11. EPI for different classes of instructions with minimum, random,
and maximum operand values for instructions with input operands.
Table VI.

I NSTRUCTION L ATENCIES U SED IN EPI C ALCULATIONS

Instruction
Latency (cycles)
Integer (64-bit)
nop
1
and
1
add
1
mulx
11
sdivx
72
FP Double Precision
faddd
22
fmuld
25
fdivd
79

Instruction
Latency (cycles)
FP Single Precision
fadds
22
fmuls
25
fdivs
50
Memory (64-bit) L1/L1.5 Hit
ldx
3
stx stb full
10
stx stb space
10
Control
beq taken
3
bne nottaken
3

from Pinst to get the power contributed by the instruction
execution. Dividing this by the clock frequency results in
the average energy per clock cycle for that instruction. The
average energy per cycle is multiplied by L to get the total
energy to execute the instruction on 25 cores. Dividing this
value by 25 gives us the EPI. The full EPI equation is:
EP I =

1
Pinst − Pidle
×
×L
25
F requency

This EPI calculation is similar to that used in [24].
The store extended (64-bit) instruction, stx, requires
special attention. Store instructions write into the eight entry
store buffer in the core, allowing other instructions to bypass
them while the updated value is written back to the cache.
The latency of stores is 10 cycles. Thus, an unrolled infinite
loop of stx instructions quickly fills the store buffer. The
core speculatively issues stores assuming that the store buffer
is not full. Since the core is multithreaded, it rolls-back
and re-executes the store instruction and any subsequent
instructions from that thread when it finds the store buffer is
full. This roll-back mechanism consumes extra energy and
pollutes our measurement result.
To accurately measure the stx EPI, we inserted nine
nop instructions following each store in the unrolled loop.
The nop instructions cover enough latency that the store
buffer always has space. We subtract the energy of nine nop
instructions from the calculated energy for the stx assembly
test, resulting in the EPI for a single stx instruction. We
present results using this method of ensuring the store buffer
is not full (stx (NF)) and for the case the store buffer is
full and a roll-back is incurred (stx (F)). This special case

Table VII.

M EMORY S YSTEM E NERGY F OR D IFFERENT C ACHE
H IT /M ISS S CENARIOS

Cache Hit/Miss Scenario
L1 Hit
L1 Miss, Local L2 Hit
L1 Miss, Remote L2 Hit (4 hops)
L1 Miss, Remote L2 Hit (8 hops)
L1 Miss, Local L2 Miss

Latency (cycles)
3
34
42
52
424

Mean LDX Energy (nJ)
0.28646±0.00089
1.54±0.25
1.87±0.32
1.97±0.39
308.7±3.3

highlights the importance of having access to the detailed
microarchitecture and RTL when doing characterization.
Figure 11 shows the EPI results and Table VI lists latencies for each instruction characterized. We use 64-bit integer
and memory instructions. In this study, ldx instructions all
hit in the L1 cache and stx instructions all hit in the L1.5
cache (the L1 cache is write-through). Each of the 25 cores
store to different L2 cache lines in the stx assembly test
to avoid invoking cache coherence.
The longest latency instructions consume the most energy.
The instruction source operand values affect the energy
consumption. Thus, we plot data for minimum, maximum,
and random operand values. This shows that the input
operand values have a significant effect on the EPI. This data
can be useful in improving the accuracy of power models.
Another useful insight for low power compiler developers
and memoization researchers is the relationship between
computation and memory accesses. For example, three add
instructions can be executed with the same amount of energy
and latency as a ldx that hits in the L1 cache. Thus, it can
be more efficient to recompute a result than load it from the
cache if it can be done using less than three add instructions.
F. Memory System Energy
Table VII shows the EPI for ldx instructions that access
different levels of the cache hierarchy. The assembly tests
used in this study are similar to those in Section IV-E.
They consist of an unrolled infinite loop (unroll factor of
20) of ldx instructions, however consecutive loads access
different addresses that alias to the same cache set in the L1
or L2 caches, depending on the hit/miss scenario. We control
which L2 is accessed (local versus remote) by carefully
selecting data addresses and modifying the line to L2 slice
mapping, which is configurable to the low, middle, or high
order address bits through software.
Latencies are verified through simulation for L1 and
L2 hit scenarios. The L2 miss latency was profiled using
performance counters since real memory access times are
not reflected in simulation. We use an average latency for
L2 miss, since memory access latency varies.
Similar to the caveats for the stx instruction discussed
in Section IV-E, the core thread scheduler speculates that
ldx instructions hit in the L1 cache. In the case the load
misses, the core will roll-back subsequent instructions and
stall the thread until the load returns from the memory
system. This roll-back mechanism does not pollute the
energy measurements for ldx instructions, as a roll-back
will always occur for a load that misses in the L1 cache.

The energy to access a local L2 is noticeably larger
than an L1 hit. This mostly comes from L2 access energy,
however the request will first go to the L1.5 cache. The L1.5
cache is basically a replica of the L1 cache, but is write-back.
Thus, a miss in the L1 will also miss in the L1.5. However,
it is important to note that the energy to access the L1.5 is
included in all results in Table VII except for L1 hit.
The difference between accessing a local L2 and remote
L2 is relatively small, highlighting the minimal impact NoCs
have on power consumption. We study this in more detail
in Section IV-G. The energy for an L2 cache miss is
dramatically larger than an L2 hit. This is a result of the
additional latency to access memory causing the chip to stall
and consume energy until the memory request returns. Note
that this result does not include DRAM memory energy.
Comparing the results in Table VII to the energy required
for instructions that perform computation in Figure 11, many
computation instructions can be executed in the same energy
budget required to load data from the L2 cache or off-chip
memory. Similar to loading data from the L1 cache, it may
be worthwhile to recompute data rather than load it from
the L2 cache or main memory.
G. NoC Energy
NoC energy is measured by modifying the chipset logic
to continually send dummy packets into Piton destined for
different cores depending on the hop count. We use an
invalidation packet type that is received by the L1.5 cache.
The dummy packet consists of a routing header flit followed
by 6 payload flits. The payload flits reflect different bit
switching patterns to study how the NoC activity factor
affects energy. The center-to-center distance between tiles
is 1.14452 mm in the X direction and 1.053 mm in the Y
direction, indicative of the routing distance.
For a baseline, we measure the steady state average power
when sending to tile0, Pbase . We then measure the steady
state average power when sending to different tiles based
on the desired hop count, Phop . For example, sending to
tile1 represents one hop, tile2 represents two hops, and tile9
represents five hops. The measurement is taken for one to
eight hops, the maximum hop count for a 5x5 mesh.
Due to the bandwidth mismatch between the chip bridge
and NoCs, there are idle cycles between valid flits. However,
the NoC traffic exhibits a repeating pattern which allows us
to calculate the energy per flit (EPF). Through simulation,
we verified that for every 47 cycles there are seven valid
NoC flits. In order to calculate the EPF, we first calculate the
average energy per cycle over the zero hop case by subtracting Pbase from Phop and dividing by the clock frequency.
To account for idle cycles we multiply the average energy
per cycle by 47 cycles to achieve the energy consumed for
one repeating traffic pattern. Dividing by 7 valid flits results
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Figure 12. NoC energy per flit for different hop counts. Flit size is 64-bits.
Results for different flit bit switching patterns are presented: no switching
(NSW), half switching (HSW), and full switching (FSW and FSWA).

in the average EPF. The final EPF equation is:
EP F =

47 Phop − Pbase
×
7
F requency

The EPF results for hop counts of zero to eight are shown
in Figure 12 for different consecutive flit switching patterns.
No switching (NSW) refers to all payload flit bits set to zero.
Half switching (HSW) flips half of the bits between consecutive payload flits, i.e. consecutive flits alternate between
0x3333...3333 and all zeros. Full switching (FSW) flips
all bits on consecutive flits, i.e. consecutive flits alternate
between all ones and all zeros. Full switching alternate
(FSWA) refers to alternating flits of 0xAAAA...AAAA and
0x5555...5555, which represents the effect of coupling and
aggressor bits over FSW.
The standard deviation of measurement samples from the
average for this experiment is relatively large, but there is
a general trend from which we can draw conclusions. The
energy to send a single flit scales linearly with the number
of hops, with approximately 11.16 pJ/hop for the HSW
case, as each additional hop is additive and all links are
identical. Note that these results are for a single flit sent
over one physical network in one direction. It is interesting
to note the effect of different NoC switching patterns. The
NoC routers consume a relatively small amount of energy
(NSW case) in comparison to charging and discharging the
NoC data lines. Comparing FSW and HSW, the energy
scales roughly linearly with the NoC activity factor. The
FSWA case consumes slightly more energy, but is within
the measurement error. Thus, it is difficult to draw any
conclusions on the affect of coupling and aggressor bits.
While data transmission consumes more energy than the
NoC router computation, our data contradicts a popular
belief that on-chip data transmission is becoming a dominant
portion of a manycore’s power consumption [28]–[32]. Note
that our results match those from other real system characterizations [33]–[35] and motivate a reassessment of current
NoC power models [29], [36]. Comparing the NoC EPF data

in Figure 12 to the EPI data in Figure 11, sending a flit across
the entire chip (8 hops) consumes a relatively small amount
of energy, around the same as an add instruction. Other
instructions consume substantially more energy. This shows
that computation dominates the chip’s power consumption,
not on-chip data movement.
We can also calculate the NoC energy from the memory
system energy results in Table VII by taking the difference
of a local L2 cache hit and a remote L2 cache hit. A remote
L2 cache hit results in a three flit request sent from the L1.5
cache to L2 cache and a three flit response. The memory
system energy results indicate this consumes 330 pJ for four
hops and 430 pJ for eight hops. This result is consistent with
the EPF data for HSW (the memory system energy results
are based on random data), 268 pJ for four hops and 536 pJ
for eight hops. The difference can be explained by different
NoC activity factors and measurement error.
H. Microbenchmark Studies
We developed a few microbenchmarks in order to study
power scaling with core count and multithreading versus
multicore power and energy efficiency. These microbenchmarks include Integer (Int), High Power (HP), and Histogram (Hist). Int consists of a tight loop of integer instructions which maximize switching activity. HP contains two
distinct sets of threads. One set of threads performs integer
computation in a tight loop, while the other set executes
a loop consisting of a mix of loads, stores, and integer
instructions with a ratio of 5:1 computation to memory. This
application consumes about 3.5W when run on all 50 threads
with each core executing one of each of the two different
types of threads. Note, HP exhibits the highest power we
have observed on Piton.
Hist is a parallel shared memory histogram computation
implementation. Each thread computes a histogram over part
of a shared array. Threads contend for a lock before updating
the shared histogram buckets. We wrap the application in
an infinite loop so it runs long enough to achieve a steady
state power for measurement. Thus, each thread continually
recomputes the same portion of the histogram.
Note, Hist differs from Int and HP in the way it scales with
thread count. While HP and Int maintain work per thread,
increasing the total amount of work as thread count scales,
Hist keeps the total work constant (input array size) and
decreases the work per thread (per thread portion of array).
Chip #3 as labeled in Figure 9 is used for all microbenchmark studies. Static power for this chip at room temperature
is 364.8±1.9 mW and idle power is 1906.2±2.0 mW for
the default measurement parameters listed in Table III.
1) Core Count Power Scaling: In this section we study
how power scales with core count. Each of the three microbenchmarks are executed on one to 25 cores with both
one thread per core (1 T/C) and two threads per core (2
T/C) configurations. HP has two distinct types of threads,
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Figure 13. Power scaling with core count for the three microbenchmarks
with 1 T/C and 2 T/C configurations.

so thread mapping must be taken into account. For 1 T/C,
the two types of threads are executed on alternating cores.
For 2 T/C, each core executes one thread from each of the
two different types of threads. Figure 13 shows how the
full chip power consumption scales from one to 25 cores
for each application and T/C configuration. Power scales
linearly with core count. Additionally, 2 T/C scales faster
than 1 T/C since each core consumes more power.
Comparing across applications, Hist consumes the lowest
power for both T/C configurations. This is because each
thread performs both compute, memory, and control flow,
causing the core to stall more frequently, and because of
contention for the shared lock. This is in contrast to Int,
where each thread always has work to do, and HP, where at
least one of the threads always has work.
HP (High Power) consumes the most power for both T/C
configurations since it exercises both the memory system
and core logic due to the two distinct types of threads. This
is especially true in the 2 T/C configuration since the core
will always have work to do from the integer loop thread,
even when the mixed thread (executes integer and memory
instructions) is waiting on memory.
Hist has a unique trend where power begins to drop
with increasing core counts beyond 17 cores for the 2 T/C
configuration. This is a result of how Hist scales with thread
counts, decreasing the work per thread. With large thread
counts, the work per thread becomes small and the ratio
of thread overhead to useful computation becomes larger.
Additionally, threads spend less time computing their portion
of the histogram and more time contending for locks to
update buckets, which consumes less power due to spin
waiting. This is exacerbated by increased thread counts since
there is more contention for locks.
2) Multithreading Versus Multicore: To compare the
power and energy of multithreading and multicore, we
compare running the microbenchmarks with equal thread
counts for both 1 T/C and 2 T/C configurations. For example,
for a thread count of 16, each microbenchmark is run on 16
cores with 1 T/C versus 8 cores with 2 T/C. 2 T/C represents
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Figure 14. Power and energy of multithreading versus multicore. Each
microbenchmark is run with equal thread counts for both 1 T/C (multicore)
and 2 T/C (multithreading) configurations.

multithreading and 1 T/C represents multicore. The same
thread mappings are used for HP as in Section IV-H1.
Energy is derived from the power and execution time.
The microbenchmarks are modified for a fixed number of
iterations instead of infinite, as was the case for power
measurement, to measure execution time. The power and
energy results for thread counts of two to 24 threads are
shown in Figure 14. Note, we break power and energy down
into active and idle portions. Idle power does not represent
the full chip idle power, but the idle power for the number
of active cores. This is calculated by dividing the full chip
idle power by the total number of cores and multiplying by
the number of active cores. Effectively, multicore is charged
double the idle power of multithreading.
Interestingly, for Int and HP multithreading consumes
more energy and less power than multicore. For Int, each
core, independent of the T/C configuration, executes an
integer computation instruction on each cycle. However,
there are half the number of active cores for multithreading.
Comparing active power, multithreading consumes similar
power to multicore, indicating the hardware thread switching
overheads are comparable to the active power of an extra
core. This indicates, that a two-way fine-grained multithreaded core may not be the optimal configuration from
an energy efficiency perspective. Increasing the number of
threads per core amortizes the thread switching overheads
over more threads and the active power will likely be less
than that for the corresponding extra cores for multicore.
While switching overheads will increase with increased
threads per core, we think the per thread switching overhead
may decrease beyond two threads.
However, multithreading is charged idle power for half
the cores compared to multicore. Thus, the total power
for multicore is much higher than multithreading, but not
double since the active power is similar. Translating this
into energy, since the multithreading/multicore execution
time ratio for Int is two, as no instruction overlapping
occurs for multithreading, the total energy is higher for

SPEC INT 2006 P ERFORMANCE , P OWER , AND E NERGY

Benchmark/Input
bzip2-chicken
bzip2-source
gcc-166
gcc-200
gobmk-13x13
h264ref-foreman-baseline
hmmer-nph3
libquantum
omnetpp
perlbench-checkspam
perlbench-diffmail
sjeng
xalancbmk

Execution Time
UltraSPARC T1
11.74
23.62
5.72
9.21
16.67
22.76
48.38
201.61
72.94
11.57
23.13
122.07
102.99

(mins)
Piton
57.36
129.02
38.28
70.67
77.51
71.08
164.94
1175.70
727.04
92.56
184.37
569.22
730.03

Piton
Slowdown
4.89
5.46
6.70
7.67
4.65
3.12
3.41
5.83
9.97
8.00
7.97
4.66
7.09

Piton Avg.
Power (W)
2.199
2.119
2.094
2.156
2.127
2.149
2.400
2.287
2.096
2.137
2.141
2.080
2.148

Piton
Energy (kJ)
7.566
16.404
4.809
9.139
9.889
9.162
23.750
161.363
91.431
11.863
22.320
71.043
94.077

multithreading. Note, we charge multicore for the idle power
of a multithreaded core. While this is not quite accurate, the
idle power for a single-threaded core will be lower, only
making multicore power and energy even lower.
The results for HP have similar characteristics to Int.
HP exercises the memory system in addition to performing
integer computation, thus the overall power is higher. Since
the mixed thread (executes integer and memory instructions)
presents opportunities for overlapping memory and compute
for multithreading, the multithreading/multicore execution
time ratio is less than two. However, the percentage of
cycles that present instruction overlapping opportunities is
low because memory instructions hit in the L1 cache, which
has a 3 cycle latency. Thus, the multithreading/multicore
execution time ratio is close to two. Consequently, the trends
for Int and HP are similar.
In contrast, multithreading is more energy efficient than
multicore for Hist. Hist presents a large number of opportunities for overlapping memory and compute, causing multithreaded cores to stall less frequently while accessing the
memory system, increasing power. Multithreading also has
thread switching overheads. Multicore includes the active
power for twice the number of cores, each of which stall
more frequently while accessing the memory system. In
total, active power for both configurations is nearly identical.
The performance of multicore and multithreading is also
similar due to the large number of overlapping opportunities.
This translates to similar active energy and double the idle
energy for multicore, as it is charged double the idle power.
This makes multithreading more energy efficient overall.
The increased overlapping opportunities presented by Hist
makes multithreading more energy efficient than multicore.
As a result, from an energy efficiency perspective, multi-
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Figure 15. Piton system memory latency breakdown for a ldx instruction
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System Parameter
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Memory Device Type
Rated Memory Clock Frequency
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Table VIII.
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Figure 16. Time series of power broken down into each Piton supply over
entire execution of gcc-166

threading favors applications with a mix of long and short
latency instructions. Multicore performs better for integer
compute heavy applications.
Last, Hist exhibits a different energy scaling trend than
Int and HP. Hist energy remains relatively constant as thread
count increases, while Int and HP energy scales with thread
count. This results from how the work scales with thread
count. As previously stated, Hist maintains the same amount
of total work and decreases work per thread as the thread
count increases. Thus, the total energy should be the same
for performing the same total amount of work. Int and HP
increase the total work and maintain the work per thread
with increasing thread counts, thus total energy increases.
Hist energy, however, is not perfectly constant as thread
count scales for 1 T/C. The data shows that 8 threads is the
optimal configuration for 1 T/C from an energy efficiency
perspective. This is because 8 threads is the point at which
the thread working set size fits in the L1 caches. Beyond
that, energy increases since useful work per thread decreases
and lock contention increases, resulting in threads spending
more energy contending for locks.
These results only apply to fine-grained multithreading.
Results for simultaneous multithreading may differ.
I. Benchmark Study
In order to evaluate performance, power, and energy of
real applications we use ten benchmarks from the SPECint
2006 benchmark suite [45]. We ran the benchmarks on both
the Piton system and a Sun Fire T2000 system [46] with an
UltraSPARC T1 processor [27]. A comparison of the system
specifications is listed in Table VIII. The UltraSPARC T1
processor has the same core and L1 caches as Piton, except
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Figure 17. Chip power as a function of package temperature for different
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Figure 18.
Power variations and power/temperature dependence for
synchronized (blue) and interleaved (green) scheduling of the two-phase
test application.

with four threads per core instead of two. However, the Piton
uncore is completely different.
Table IX shows the execution time for the UltraSPARC T1
and Piton and the average power and energy for Piton. Power
measurements are taken throughout the application runtime,
not just for 128 samples as in previous studies. There are
a number of reasons for the difference in performance.
The UltraSPARC T1 processor runs at two times the clock
frequency of Piton. The Sun Fire T2000 has much more
main memory and the UltraSPARC T1 has almost two times
the amount of L2 cache as Piton. Additionally, Piton’s L2
access latency is larger (but the cache is more scalable) and
there is an 8x discrepancy in memory latency.
There are a couple reasons for the large discrepancy in
memory latency. One is the latency of the memory devices.
While the Piton system uses DDR3 DRAM and the SunFire
T2000 uses DDR2 DRAM, the latency is the same, as
indicated by the memory parameters in Table VIII. The
DDR3 DRAM in the Piton system is rated for a 933MHz
clock frequency, but due to a limitation in the Xilinx memory
controller IP, we are only able to clock it at 800MHz. Since
the memory controller must honor the rated memory timings
in nanoseconds, the actual memory timing in cycles differs
from what the devices are rated for. Due to the quantization
of memory timings by clock cycles, this results in longer

actual memory timings than the memory devices are capable
of supporting. Additionally, the Piton system DRAM has a
32bit interface, while the SunFire T2000 DRAM has a 64bit
interface. This requires the Piton system to make two DRAM
accesses for each memory request.
Another reason for the discrepancy is the latency to get
to memory and back in the Piton system. Figure 15 shows
a breakdown of where cycles are spent in the journey
of a ldx instruction from tile0 to memory and back.
All cycle counts are normalized to the Piton core clock
frequency, 500.05MHz. Almost 80 cycles are spent in the
gateway FPGA and a number of cycles are wasted in offchip buffering and multiplexing. We believe with additional
optimization, some of this overhead can be reduced. Further,
if the Piton PCB were to be redesigned, it could include
DRAM and I/O directly on the board and eliminate the
need for the gateway FPGA. For optimal performance, the
DRAM controller should be integrated on chip, as in the
UltraSPARC T1.
The average power for SPECint benchmarks is marginally
larger than idle power, as only one core is active, and is
similar across benchmarks. hmmer and libquantum are
exceptions, largely due to high I/O activity (verified by
analyzing VIO power logs). This is likely due to high ratios
of memory instructions and high sensitivity to data cache
sizes among the SPECint applications [47].
Energy results correlate closely with execution times, as
the average power is similar across applications. Figure 16
shows a power breakdown time series for gcc-166. More
breakdowns can be found at http://www.openpiton.org.
J. Thermal Analysis
Researchers have studied thermal aspects of multicore and
manycore architectures to deliver lower power consumption,
better power capping, and improved reliability [48], [49]. In
this section, we characterize some thermal aspects of Piton to
quantify the relationship between temperature and power and
how application scheduling affects power and temperature.
We conducted our experiment without the heat sink to
have access to the surface of the package. To ensure that we
don’t harm the chip, core frequency, VDD, and VCS were
decreased to 100.01MHz, 0.9V, and 0.95V, respectively.
Additionally, we use a different chip for this experiment
which has not been presented in this paper thus far. We
used the FLIR ONE [50] thermal camera to measure surface
temperature. We fixed the fan position with respect to the
chip to guarantee similar airflow for all tests. The room
temperature was 20.0 ± 0.2◦ C and the chip temperature
under reset was around 60◦ C.
Figure 17 shows the total power consumption as a
function of the package hotspot temperature for different
numbers of active threads running the High Power (HP)
application. The temperature is actively adjusted by changing the fan’s angle. The exponential relationship between

power and temperature has been shown to be caused by
leakage power in CMOS transistors [51] and is part of a
larger trend which can be explored under a wider range of
room temperatures and cooling solutions.
Many scholars have studied manycore scheduling strategies and power budgeting with respect to thermal design
power (TDP), power capping, and lifetime concerns [52],
[53]. In order to analyze such impacts, we developed a test
application with two distinct phases: a compute heavy phase
(arithmetic loop) and an idle phase (nop loop). We ran this
application on all fifty threads with two different scheduling
strategies, synchronized and interleaved. In synchronized
scheduling all threads alternate between phases simultaneously, executing the compute and idle phases together.
Interleaved schedules 26 threads in one phase and 24 in the
opposite phase, thus half the threads execute the compute
phase while the other half execute the idle phase.
Figure 18 shows the total power consumption with respect
to time and package temperature for synchronized (blue) and
interleaved (green) scheduling. The changes in power consumption resulting from application phase changes causes
corresponding changes in temperature. Changes in temperature feedback and cause corresponding changes in power.
The hysteresis caused by this feedback loop can be observed
in the power/temperature plot for both scheduling strategies.
However, synchronized exhibits a much larger hysteresis,
indicated by blue arrows in the figure. The average temperature for interleaved scheduling is 0.22◦ C lower than
synchronized, highlighting the impact different scheduling
strategies for the same application can have. This shows
how a balanced schedule can not only limit the peak power
but also decrease the average CPU temperature.
K. Applicability of Results
It is important to note in which cases the results and
insights in this work are applicable, as a single characterization cannot make generalizations about all chips. Ideally,
researchers who would like to make use of the data should
use OpenPiton in their research, as the characterization data
would directly apply. However, this is not the case for
designs dissimilar to Piton. We believe ISA has less of an
impact on characterization results, so our results are likely
applicable to somewhat similar ISAs. Microarchitecture will
likely impact results to a greater extent. For example, our
results for a fine-grained multithreaded core will not apply
to a simultaneous multithreaded core. Thus, it is difficult to
apply the results to very different microarchitectures, and
this should not be expected. However, researchers studying
similar microarchitectures or microarchitectural mechanisms
can make use of the results.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Manycore chips have been built in both industry and
academia to explore power-efficient, high-performance com-

Table X.

C OMPARISON OF I NDUSTRY AND ACADEMIC P ROCESSORS

Processor
Intel Xeon Phi Knights Corner [59]
Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing [16]
Intel Xeon E5-2670 [60]
Marvell MV78460 [61] (ARM Cortex-A9)
TI 66AK2E05 [62] (ARM Cortex-A15)
Cavium ThunderX [17]
Phytium Technology Mars [18]
Qualcomm Centriq 2400 Processor [19]
Tilera Tile-64 [57]
Tilera TILE-Gx100 [58]
Sun UltraSPARC T1/T2 [27], [63]
IBM POWER7 [64]
MIT Raw [38]
UT Austin TRIPS [39]
UC Berkeley 45nm RISC-V [41]
UC Berkeley 28nm RISC-V [40]
MIT SCORPIO [32], [55]
U. Michigan Centip3De [54]
NCSU AnyCore [66]
NCSU H3 [67]
Celerity [56]
Princeton Piton [12], [13]
1
2

Academic/
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Industry
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic

Manycore/
Multicore
Manycore
Manycore
Multicore
Multicore
Multicore
Manycore
Manycore
Manycore
Manycore
Manycore
Multicore
Multicore
Manycore
Multicore
Unicore
Multicore
Manycore
Manycore
Unicore
Multicore
Manycore
Manycore

Open
Source
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
7
7
3
3
7
7
3
3
3
3

Published Detailed Power/
Energy Characterization
3 [23], [24]
7
3 [26]
3 [26]
3 [26]
7
7
7
7
7
7
3 [65]
3 [33]
7
7 [41]1
7 [40]2
7
3 [54]
7 [66]1
7
7
3

Minor power numbers provided, no detailed characterization
Performed power/energy characterization of on-chip DC-DC converters, not processor architecture

puting. Many of these chips, such as Cavium’s ThunderX
processor [17], Phytium Technology’s Mars processor [18],
Qualcomm’s Centriq 2400 Processor [19], University of
Michigan’s Centip3De processor [54], and the SW26010
processor in the Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer [20] are
designed to be used in supercomputers or high-performance
servers for cloud computing and other applications. Like
Piton, manycore chips including MIT’s Raw processor [38],
Intel’s Knights Landing Xeon Phi processor [16], MIT’s
SCORPIO processor [32], [55], the Celerity processor [56],
and Tilera’s Tile-64 [57] and TILE-Gx100 [58] processors
utilize a tile-based architecture with NoCs.
Unfortunately, little detailed power and energy data has
been publicly released for these chips, evident from Table X
which compares academic and industry chips taped-out
in silicon. Academics have characterized some manycore
chips [23], [24], [29], [33], however the source for these
chips was never released publicly. Thus, researchers are
unable to correlate the results to design details and RTL
models. Further, academic characterizations of proprietary
designs are not able to verify, through simulation, that the
design behaves as expected during measurement. Piton has
been open sourced and this work presents detailed power
and energy characterization which verifies expected behavior
through simulation. Moreover, the test setup was specifically
designed with power characterization in mind, which can be
a limiting factor for some of the mentioned characterizations.
This work represents the first detailed power and energy
characterization of an open source manycore processor,
enabling correlation of the data to the RTL and design.
Of course, other work has characterized and/or modeled
power, energy, and/or thermal aspects of processors [21],
[22], [25], [26], [65], [68]–[71]. This paper performs characterization in the context of a tiled manycore architecture.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we present the first detailed power and
energy characterization of an open source manycore research
processor taped-out in silicon. Specifically, we studied volt-

age versus frequency scaling, energy per instruction (EPI),
memory system energy, NoC energy, and application power
and energy. The characterization revealed a number of
insights, including the impact of operand values on EPI, that
recomputing data can be more energy efficient than loading
it from memory, on-chip data transmission energy is low, and
energy efficient multithreaded design insights. All hardware
infrastructure along with all data collected has been open
sourced and is available at http://www.openpiton.org. We
hope that this characterization, including the data and the
insights derived, enables researchers to develop future research directions, build accurate power models for manycore
processors, and make better use of OpenPiton for accurate
power and energy research.
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